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Embedded	  Security	  Overview	  

§  Security vulnerabilities in embedded systems"
§  Utilities – Stuxnet"
§  Cars"
§  Medical devices"
§  Everything"

§  Threat space >> Solution space"
§  You can’t bolt security on"

§  Most “security” has been merely a roadblock"
§  Security through obscurity isn’t"

§  Security (& reliability & correctness) must be part of the design 
process"

§  Constant vigilance!
§  Developers need to start thinking like hackers"
"
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Embedded	  Systems	  Hacking	  
§  Informa5on	  Gathering	  

§  Obtaining	  data	  about	  the	  target	  by	  any	  means	  necessary	  	  

§  Hardware	  Teardown	  
§  Product	  disassembly,	  component/subsystem	  iden5fica5on,	  modifica5on	  
§  ATackers	  will	  have	  your	  hardware	  

§  Firmware	  Reverse	  Engineering	  	  
§  Extract/modify/reprogram	  code	  or	  data	  	  
§  OS	  exploita5on/device	  jailbreaking	  	  

§  External	  Interface	  Analysis	  	  
§  Communica5ons	  monitoring,	  protocol	  decoding/emula5on	  
§  All	  ports	  lead	  to	  the	  Internet	  –	  see	  stuxnet	  

§  Silicon	  Die	  Analysis	  	  
§  Chip-‐level	  modifica5on/data	  extrac5on	  	  

Based on slide © Grand Idea Studio 
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Embedded Systems Hacking	  

§  Common Attack surfaces"
§  Memory & firmware – EEPROMs especially"
§  Exposed buses & interfaces"
§  Passwords & cryptography"

§  Glitching Hardware"
§  Clocks, power, memory, etc."
§  Try many, many times"
§  Hacking the Xbox – Andrew Huang"

§  External Interfaces"
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External	  Interface	  Hacking	  

§  Man in the middle attacks"
§  Replay attacks"
§  Fuzzing – Sulley"
§  Gateways"
§  Sniffing and manipulating"

§  Bitstir"
§  GNU Radio"
§  Breakout boards / boxes"
§  Manufacturer dev kits"

§  FPGAs"
§  Interfaces"
§  Crypto breaking"

© Grand Idea Studio, Inc.

Exposed Buses & Interfaces
1997: BlackBerry RIM 950/957 (RF)

www.grandideastudio.com/portfolio/decoding-mobitex/
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Chip	  Hacking	  

§  Differential Power Analysis (DPA)"
§  Chip disassembly"

§  Inspection"
§  Probing"
§  Optical Glitching"

§  Advanced tools in use today"
§  FPGA based timers and glitchers"
§  degate.org"

(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Source image of layer 2 after edge detection; (b) after automated template detection.

about half an hour. Once we had isolated the silicon
chips, we removed each successive layer through me-
chanical polishing, which we found easier to control than
chemical etching. Simple polishing emulsion or sandpa-
per with very fine grading of 0.04µm suffices to take off
micrometer-thick layers within minutes.

Although the polishing is mostly straightforward, the one
obstacle to overcome is the chip tilting. Since the chip
layers are very close together, even the smallest tilt leads
to cuts through several layers. We addressed this problem
in two ways. First, we embedded the millimeter-size chip
in a block of plastic so it was easier to handle. Second,
we accpeted that we could not completely avoid tilt using
our simple equipment and adapted our image stitching
tools to patch together chip layers from several sets of
pictures, each imaging parts of several layers.

The chip contains a total of six layers, the lowest of
which holds the transistors. We took pictures using a
standard optical microscope at a magnification of 500x.
From multiple sets of these images we were able to au-
tomatically generate images of each layer using tech-
niques for image tiling that we borrowed from panorama
photography. We achieved the best results using the
open source tool hugin (http://hugin.sourceforge.net/)
by setting the maximum variance in viewer angle to a
very small value (e.g., 0.1�) and manually setting a few
control points on each image.

The transistors are grouped in gates that each perform
a logic function such as AND, XOR, or flip-flop as il-
lustrated in Figure 1. Across the chip there are several
thousand such logic gates, but only about 70 different
types of gates. As a first step toward reconstructing the
circuit, we built a library of these gates. We implemented
template matching that given one instance of a logic gate
finds all the other instances of the same gate across the
chip. Our tools take as input an image of layer 2, which
represents the logic level, and the position of instances
of different logic gates in the image. The tools then use
template matching to find all other instances of the gate
across the image, including rotated and mirrored vari-
ants. Since larger gates sometimes contain smaller gates
as building blocks, the matching is done in order of de-
creasing gate sizes.

Our template matching is based on normalized cross-
correlation which is a well-known similarity test [14]
and implemented using the MATLAB image process-
ing library. Computing this metric is computationally
more complex than standard cross-correlation, but the
total running time of our template matching is still un-
der ten minutes for the whole chip. Normalized cross-
correlation is insensitive to the varying brightness across
our different images and the template matching is able
to find matches with high accuracy despite varying col-
oration and distortion of the structures that were caused
by the polishing.

3
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Life-threatening Vulnerabilities 	  
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Embedded	  medical	  device	  solu5ons	  

§  Acknowledgement	  and	  taking	  responsibility	  by	  manufacturers	  
§  End	  the	  knee-‐jerk	  reac5ons	  
§  Vulnerabili5es	  to	  date	  have	  been	  negligent	  
§  Realize	  you	  are	  a	  target	  and	  start	  thinking	  like	  a	  hacker	  

§  Personal	  Area	  Network	  (PAN)	  monitoring	  firewall	  device	  
§  Sta5s5cal	  anomalous	  ac5vity	  detec5on	  
§  Purdue	  University	  –	  Medmon	  
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Vehicle	  Vulnerabili5es	  

§  Network	  of	  Networks	  
§  Gateways	  
§  ATacks	  

§  Locks	  and	  igni5on	  
§  side	  mirror	  CAN	  bus	  
§  RFID	  key	  duplica5on	  

§  Breaks	  through	  5re	  pressure	  monitor	  
§  Required	  by	  law	  

§  Entertainment	  system	  through	  MP3	  
§  Same	  vulnerability	  in	  Kindle	  
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White	  Hat	  &	  Black	  Box	  

§  Black	  box	  Tes5ng	  

§  Grey	  Box	  Tes5ng	  

§  White	  Box	  Tes5ng	  

} 
} 

Independent 

Internal 
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Security	  Tes5ng	  

§  Con5nuous	  process:	  Tes5ng	  leads	  to	  more	  tests	  
§  Learn	  about	  the	  system	  
§  Reverse	  Engineering	  
§  Tes5ng	  provides	  unexpected	  results	  
§  Retes5ng	  once	  mi5ga5ons	  are	  implemented	  

§  Test	  plan	  is	  updated	  
§  Adding	  tests	  
§  Changing	  risk	  ra5ngs	  

§  Measuring	  Success	  
§  BeTer	  understanding	  
§  Risk	  ra5ng	  decrease	  
§  Fewer	  addi5onal	  tests	  
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Firmware Development Best Practices	  

§  Correctness: Quality and Security!

§  Jack Ganssle"
§  Numerous books"

§  Firmware is the most expensive thing on earth"
§  No bug lists"
§  Version control"
§  Clean builds"
§  Test everything"
§  Coding standards"
§  Small teams"
§  Partitioning"
§  Fegan inspecitons"

§  Software Inspection. Tom Glib, Dorthy Graham. Addison Wesley.!
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Ques5ons	  (and/or	  more	  examples)	  


